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According to Forty Two, between ten thousand and twenty thousand players became seriously committed to solving the games puzzles. The most avid would drive for hours to catch Melissa. Others would meet up online to coordinate schedules so they could hunt phones in packs. They became flash mobs, player squads that would materialize as if by magic just before a phone rang, and vanish just as quickly once the receiver was nestled back into its silvery cradle. One axon in Juneau, Alaska, went unanswered for weeks. Out of desperation, players tracked down the phone number
of a nearby Blockbuster video store and persuaded a clerk to wander outside and answer Melissas question, bringing that axon online. The designers, in fact, concluded they were no longer building games for individuals, but for a hive mind composed of millions of walking, talking neurotransmitters. Rather than diffusing across nerve synapses, these transmitters processed information via cell phones, chat rooms, and Web forums. While each puzzle had to be defeated by each individual player, solutions were shared. To this day, the players maintain online replicas of all the games
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